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SUMMARY

It wws realized aa early m 1909 that a propeller in yaw
derelops a side force like that of a$m In IW7, R. Q. Harri8
expressed fhiu force in term of the torguu co@+nt for the
unyawed propeller. Of wreral attempts to exprm the side
force directly in ternu of the 8hape of the bhI&8, howerer, ?Mn8
ha been completely sati#actoqi. An analysis that incorpe
mtee induction e$ects not adequately corered in pnmiow work
and that @es good agreement with ezperhent owr a m-de
nznge of operating condition is pre8ented herein. The pre8ent
analysis 8howa that thejn analogy may be cztended to the form
of the de-force expre88ion and that the e~ectire jin area may
be taken a8 the projedd side area of the propeller. The ejfe~
the apect ratio i8 of the order of 8 and the appropriate @urmic
pressure is roughly that at the propeller disk a8 awgmented bgt
the i@ow. The &tion of the injlow celocity, for a jied-
~“tch propel?er, aceownti for most of the &ion of de force
with adrancediameter ratio T“\nD.

I%e propeller forces due to an anguikr cefooi~ of pitch are
a180 analyzed and are 8hown to be cqy mnd for the p“tching
relmn”ti that may actually be r~alized in nuzneurer8, with the
exception of the 8pin.

Further conclw”ona are: A duulh”ng propeller in yaw
derelop up to one-third more 8ide fome than a tingle-rotating
propeller: A yawed single-rotating propeller experience a
pitching moment in addition to the aide force. The pitching
moment is of the order of the moment produced by a foroe equal
to the aide force, ah”ng at the end of a fecer arm equal to the
$ropeller mdim. 7Ms cross-coupling between pitch and WW
i~ small but possibly mot negligible.

The formula for propeller8 in yaw derhed herein (m”th the
exce~”on of the oompre88ibz~ity co~”on) and a 8e4=”esoj
charta of the m-de-force den”ti”re calculated therefrom hare been
pre8t?nted m“thout derivation in an earlier report.

INTRODUCTION

The effect of power on the stabfity and control of aircraft
is becoming of greater importance with increase in engine
output and propeIIer solidity. An important part of this
effect is due to the aerodynamic forces experienced by the
propeller under any deviation from uniform flight parallel
to the thrust axis. The remaining part is due to the intro
ference between the propeller slipstream and the other parts
of the airphme structure.

A number of workers have considered the forces experi-

enced by thepropelIer. It was pointed out in 1909 (reference 1)
apparently by Manchester, that a propeller in yaw
develops a considerable aide force. The bmic analysis wss
pubIished in 1918 by R. G. Harris (reference 2), who showed
that a pitching moment arises as well. Glauert (references 3
and 4) extended the method to derive the other stability
derivatives of a propeUer.

Harris and Glauert e.xpreesed the forces and momentm
in terms of the thrust and torque coefficients for the unyawed

reaumably to be obtained qeri-propeIIer, which w-em p
menttiy. The emdyeea did not take into account certain
induction eilecte analogous to the dowrmash associated with
a tite wing. It is noteworthy that with a semiempirical
factor the Harris eqpation for side force doea give good
agreement with experiment. (Sss reference 5.) Fiatoleai
(reference 6) in 1928 considered the induction effects but his
treatment was restricted to an idedized particular case..
Khngemann and VTeinig (reference 7) in 193S published an
analysis neglecting the induction effects; the treatment
appears almost identical with the account given in 193k by
G1auert in reference 4.

There have been aeveraI notable attempts to express the
aide force directly in terms of the shape of thebladea. Baimtow
(reference 8) prwmted a detailed amdysia in 1919 that
negleeted the induction effects. Mid al (referenee 9)”pub-
lished an investigation in 1932 that did not have this limita-
tion and that is probably the most accurate up to the present.
Miszt.sl’s redt, however, is in a very complex form from the
point of view of both practicaI computation and physical
interpretation; there is, in addition, an inaccuracy in the
omission of the effects of the additional apparent mass of the
air disturbed by the sidewash of the slipstream.

Tery recentIy Rumph,White,and Grumman (reference 10)
published an amdysis that reIates the side force directly to
the plan form in a very aimple manner. Reference 10, how-
ever, (1) does not include the ordinary inflow in the amdysia
and (2) applies mat eady-lift theory in an improper manneT to
account for the induction effects. As a consequence of (l),
the equations are badly m error at high slipstream velocities.
A a consequence of (2), the equations fail to predict the
substantial increase in aide foroe that experiment ahowe is
provided by dual rotation. The improper use of qnateady-
lift theory consisted in using formulas that apply to the case
of a fite airfoiI with an essentially rectilinear wake. The
vortex 100PSshed by the finite airfoti, which produce the
interfermce flow, are distributed aIong this rectilinear wake. .
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The corresponding vortex loops shed by a propeller blade in
yaw, howevm, lie along the heli~ path traversed by the
blade. The interference flow iE quite d&rent from the
flow for the case of a rectilinear wake. In fact, it cm be
shown that the vortex loops shed during the unsteady lift
dine themselves in such a way as to produce an inflow anti-
symmetry. Thie antieymmetry is one of the two induction
effects that will be deduced in the present analysis from
momentum considerations,

To sum up, there are available no analyses baaed on the
blade shape that are sufficiently accurate over the whole
range of propeller operating conditions and the analysis that
is the most accurate is not in a satisfactorily simple form.
For this reason a new method of analysis is premmtd that is
an attempt at greater simplicity and acuuracy. The present
analysis shows that the fin analogy may be extended to the
form of the side-force expression. The effective fin area
may be taken as the projected aide area 1 of the propeller
and the effective aspect ratio is of the order of 8. This
equivalent fin area may, with small error, be regarded as
situated in the inflow at the propeller disk and subject to the
corresponding augmented dynamic pressure. The variation
with V/nD of the dynamic pressure ~t we prop~er disk, for
a fixed-pitch propeller, therefore accounts for most of the
variation of side force with V/nD.

SYMBOLS

The formulas of the pr~nt report refer to a system of
body axea. For single-rotating propellers, the origin is at
the intersection of the axis of rotation and the plane of
rotation; for dual-rotating propellers, the origin is on the
axis of rohstion halfway beLweenthe planes of rotation of the
front and rear propellers. The X-axis is coincident with the
axis of rotation and directed forward; the Y-axis is directed
to the right and the z-axis is directed downward. The
symbols are defined aa folIowe:

D
s’
s
R
r
9’0

x
%!
x,
B,
b
c

P

propeller diameter
disk area (d7/4)
Wingarea
tip radius
radius to any blade element ,.
minimum radius at which shank blade sections

develop lift (taken as 0.22?)
fraction of tip radius (r/l?) -
value of z corresponding to r. (rJR)
ratio of spinner radius to tip radius
number of bladca
blade section chord
ti reference chord

~~iveb’ade-’o’~ord(&or*.)

u

v

a

solidity at 0.75R (+c’)

of sound in free stream
an normal acceleration
9 “acceleration of gravity
T“7a axial velocity at propeller disk (1”(1+a)j
~.7, velocity component in direction of decreasing d

of relative wind at Made clcrncnt
(2xnr-Slipstream rotational velocity)

~7a slipstream velocity far behhd propeller (in pmc-
tice, 1 diam. or more) (V(l+2a))

!I ()
1 q ; aleo, angu-Tfre~tream dynamic pressure ~pl

lar velocity of pitching
M#;” function defied in equation (1)

fu.pction defined in equation (2)

f(a) - q-factor
(

(1+a)[(1+a)+(l+2a
1+(1 +2fz)~ ‘q)

..-

n
J
B
/%
6

revolutions per second
advance-diameter ratio (1’/nD)
blade angle ta reference chord

‘blade angle to zerdift chord

.-

.,

angle of- blade relative LO Y-axis mmsured in
direction of rotation

effective helix anglo including inflow and” rotnlion

(tin-’*)
angle of yaw, radians
effective M@ of attack of Made clcmcnt (A-#)
angle of qidewcsh in slipstream far behhd

propeller
nominal induced angle of eidcwaeb at.propeller disk
effectivo average induced angle of sidcwash at

propeller disk
eidewaah velocity far behind propcllw
airplane lift coefEcicnt
blade section lift cocfiicicnt

.

blade section profikhng coefficient
eIope of blade section lift curve, pm radian (dk@x;

average value t,nken as 0.95X2r)
force component on a Mndo clcrncnt in directiondF

of decre-ming 8 (&w fig. 1.)
T thrust

Te thrustcoefficient (T/pVW)
c= thrustooticient (T/pns17)

Q torque
Q. tirque coefbient (Q/pPU)
w weight of airplane
X, Y, Z forces directed along positive

--, Y-, and ZLaxes, re~ti~ely
directions of X-,..-



L, M, N

M.

A’, B’,
C’, D’

a’, b’,
0’, d’

bl, 6s

1,

Is

Is

A’

A

;
k=
k,
K

Cr’

c=’

cr’+
c~

or;

c.;

s,
A

momente about X-, K, and Zkes, wpeotiveIy,
in sense of right-handed screw; in appendix B
and figure 9, Al refers to the freestream Mach
number

effective Mach number for propeIIer side force (See
appeudix B.)

functions defied in equations (4]

integrels defied by equations (21) and (30)

integde defined by equations (31) and (32)

()
sid~a index defked by equation (41) “~a’

integraI deilned by equation (42) ~~hl)

inkgrel deilned by equation (43) ~~d’)

defied by equation (24) (zero for dud-rotating
propellem)

detied by equation (44) (zero for dud-rotating
propeIIers)

defid by equation (45)
correction factor defuled by equation (34)
eidewash faotor detied by equation (35)
spinner factor defined by equation (36)
constant in equation for k,

‘ide-fOmem*cient(*Or:p)
(

M ~ 8Mpitohing-moment coefficient
;PPDS’ r

-)

e

side-force derivative with respect to raw (bCr’/b#)
pitahing-moment derivative with respect to yaw

(ac.’/a*)

side-force derivative with respect to pitibing

(4%)) ~

acr’

2
pitchi~moment derivative with respect to

ac=f
pitching

(w) h“
projected side area of propeIkr (See footnote I.)
aspect ratio

SUbscrilltxc
messured at 0.75R station (3=0.75}
chided by pVW if a force, by pPD if a moment;

designates quantities corrected for com~i-
btity in appendix B and @JIW 9

effective
index that takes the values 1 to 1? to designate a

particular propelIer blade
maximum
at stall

A bar over a symbol denotes effective average value.
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ANALYSIS

PEOPWEE INSTEADYAXIALPLIGHT

The seotion shown in figure 1 is part of a right-hand pro-
peller blade moving to the right and. advancing upward.
The oomponente of the relative wind are V. md VA where
V’ is th~ axial velocity inc.ludiqg the inflo~’ and Ii is the
rotational veloaty includiqg tie slipstream rotaticm The
force component in the direotion of decreasing 8 h:

dF=dL sin #+iD cos +

=;~~=~b dr
( )

cl sin #+cq 00s @
am: ~

=$% di~l(~)] (1)

and the contribution. to the thrust ia

dT=dL COS+–dD ain #

=;V;b dftl(+)] (2)

The equations may be divided by PPD to reduoe the terms
b nondimensional form. Inasmuch as J’.= V(1+a), there
results

where

a —-

FmuML-VachrreMmsstsbImdaekment.
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PEOPELLEEUNDER ALTERED#IKHT CONDITIONS

Foroe components on bhde eIement.—In equations (1)
and (2) for dF and dfl’, V. occurs explicitly in the factor V;
and implicitly in d and in tmns depending on #; Vooccurs
only implicitly in # and in terms depanding on #. The

relationship ie ~=tan-~, which can .be sem in @ure 1.

By partial dilh.mntiation, therefore, the increments in dF
and dZ’ due to any small changes whatsoever in Vg md
are, for fied bIade angI~

[ 1
udfl==~ $ W,+ b(dn+ a(~ a+ dvex Tm

and tt similar expression for 6(dT). The substitution

~7*

of
equations (I) and (2) gives, whm” put in nondimensional

The following abbreviations are helpful:

+

bD
‘-(6 O.nw

(a)

(4)

where fl and tl are defined in equations (1) and (2), respec-
tively. Equations (3) become

where all the factors are nondimensional.
Foroesand moments experienced by oomplete propeUer,—

Equations (5) give the component-force increments due to
ah%red flight conditions on an element of a single blade,
divided by pVW. The force and moment increments
experienced by the complete propehr of B bkulea, with
respect to the body axea shown in figure 2, maybe written as

Forces:

(6)

(7)

(8)

x

1A

v
?

~“f”(=’+d” -
//4

‘=Y9!iiA
hfomenta:

(9)

(lo)

(11)

where the subscript k refers to the M propdlcr M&. In
order to obtain the nondimensional form X. 1’. Z. and Tare
divided by PI*D to give X., Y., Z,, and T, &nd L, M, N,
and Q are divided by PVW to give L, dfc,Net md Q- In ihc
equations (6) b (11), ~(dl’)~becomes ~(dFJ~, t3(dT)Elxwomcs

~(dl’,)~, and r becomes ~=~. The lim~ta of integration be-

Stabiiity derivatives of propalhr,-Tho anal@s up to thh
point has been of a genen-d nature in that Lhoformulas aro
appkcable, for a &d-pitch propeller, to any type of dcvia~ion
horn steady axial advancethat is, f.ho formulas may bo
used tualculatedl the stability dcrivativee of a fixed-pitdt
propeller. In addition, the formulas arc applicable to thee
stabtity derivatives of a conetant-epcwl propeller that aro
not aesmc.iatedwith .changcs in blade angle. This roslriction
could he removed, however, by extending the analysis at the
outeet to include a term in d&.

A particular stabfity derivative can bo obtained by
determining and substituting in cquatione (5) tlm values of
dVc/Va--lnd dl”JV= appropriate to tho motion under con-
sideration. For dual-rotating propellers equations (5) must
be setup independently for both propeller sections with signs
appropriate ta the respective dimctione of rotation. }’alucs
of dVt/V~ and dT~.V= that are averagefor both ecctione are
used for each section. Note that dl~ is tho chango in the
component of the effective relative wind acting on a Mado
in ita phme of rotation and d V~ must therefore includo the
effect cd any changes induced by the motion in the rot~ltional
speed of the propeller relative to the airplane.



PROPELIZRS

The posaible unaccelemted motions of a propeIIer comprise
flight (1) at a steady angIe of yaw, (2) at a steady angle of
pitch, (3) with an anguhm vehcity of yaw, (4) tith LUIangular
velocity of pitch, (5) with an angdar w40dy of roll, (6) with
an incremeut in forward speed, and any combination of these.
It is clear from thesyrnmetry of the propder that motions (1)
and (2) are similar and motions (3) and (4] are aimilsr.
Accordingly, of t~e si.. possible dev@ions of a propeller from
a given mode of stectdy @d advance, only four are distinct.
Tke four maybe taken as angIe of yaw $, angular docity
of pitch q, angular ~eloaty of rd, and increment in forward
velocity.

G1auert has show in ref~e 3 that neither yawed fliit
nor flight with an angular veloci@ of pitch, when these &-
turbances me and, changes the torque on the propelIer.
Accordingly, neither mode wDI tend to change the rotational
velocity, and derivati~es with respect to ya~ or angdar
velocity of pitch are independent of the rate of change of
engine torque with engine revolutions. Furthermore, remdts
for these derivatives obtained for ~ &d-pitch propelkr
are equally appIicnble to a dcmstent+peed propelIer because
the constant-speed mechanism is no-t brought into operation.

Both angdar velocity of roII and increment in forward
veIocity clearly affect the torque of the propeIIer. The engine
wiU attempt to alter its revolutimw to attain an equilibrium
value. If the propeller has fixed pitch, the adjustment will
take pIace and its amount will depend upon the law of wria-
tion of tmgine torque with engine revolutions for the particu-
lar engine used. (See reference 3.) If the propeJler is of the
constant-peed type, the pitch-change mechanism wiII at-
tempt to alter the blade pitch; the resdting change in aero-
dynamic torque opposea the change in revolutions. The fluc-
tuations in rotational speed and the associated variations in
aerodynamic torque and thrust of the propeller are then func-
tionally rdated to the law of control of the pitcldmnge mech-
anism and the dynamics of its operation. (See reference 11.]

The present report wiU be limited to a study of the effects
of yaw and of angular velocity of pitch. In the folIowing
sections dT;/T”, and dT”J~= are ewdnated for yawed motion.

PEOPELLERLVYAW

kti d17JV. for yawed motion,-The increment d~’t is
the component parallel ta T“tof a side-wind velocity computed
as foIIowa: The docity T’=is regarded by analogy with
wing theory as passing through the propeller disk at an
angle #-dtothe sxis, whwe#iathem@e ofyavrandd
may be termed the “induced sidewash angle” (@. 2). The
side-wind velocity, for small value of both # and c’, is
accordiiy T“”=(#–e’).

The aidewaeh arises horn the am-wind forces. These
forces are the cross-wind component of the thrust 2’ sin #
anti of the side force Imown to be produced by yaw 1?cos #.
(See @. 3.) The analysis is restricted to small #; these
components are then approximately ~ and K

If the sidewash veloaty far behind the propeller is Un
the induced sidewssh at the propellm may be taken as uJ2
by analogy with the relation between the induced down-
wash at a finite wing and the downwash far behind the wing.
Note that 1 diame~ may be consider@ “far” behind the
propeller es regards the axial dipstream velocity; 95 percent
of the final inflow velocity is attained at this distance.

M8107~14
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AEa first approximation, thrust and side force are assumed
to be uniformIy distributed over the propelIer dwk; cor-
rections due to the actual distributions are investigated in
appendix A. Under this assumption the momentum theory,
supported qualitatively by vort- considerations, shows
that the slipstream is deflected sidewise as a rigid cylinder.
The sidewise motion induces a flow of air around the slip-
stream as in @ure 4. The transverse momentum of this
flow is, accordii to Mu& (refamce 12), equal to the trans-
vasa momentum of another cyhder of air ha* the same
diameter as the slipstream at aU pointe and moving sidewise
with the same velooity es the slipstrtim boundary. h’ote
that the air within the slipstream has a @water sidewise
component of vekiaty than does the slipstream lxwndary.

.
Far back of the propeller the ratio is }=l+2a. The time

rate of dumge of the transverse momentum of the air flowing
at f&-stream velocity through this second cylinder should
be included in setting up the momentum relations for the
sidewash.
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By equatting the cross-wind force to the total time rate of
change of rnomcmtum,

to the first order in ~, where the flret term on the right is the
contribution of the dipstmam and the second term is the
contribution of the air displaced by the slipstream. On
dividing by pTnLP and usiug the relations T7S=~7(1+a) and
T“,= T-(1+2U),

VI2= : (T.#+Y,)

* =FiAiI=d ‘“)

where e’ is. the induced angle of eidewash at the propeIIm.
Glauert (reference 4) deduom almost. twice this value at
small vahes of a by ncghcting the reaction of the air dis-
placed by tho slipstream.

It waa shown earlier that the effeotive side wind in the
plane of the propeller is V,(#- e’) and .d~”cis the oompcmnt
pwallel to T’t; that is,

dT”@=V=($-d) sin(l (13)

The value of c’ from equation (12) may be introduced and

the reIation ~ T,=a(l +a), from simple momentum theory,

may be used to eliminata T.. There results

Eado d~a/~c for yawed motion.-k V.= ~7(1+a) for uh-
yawed motion, the changes produced by yaw are

dl’a dV da
T.=T+l+arnlYa

—— (16)

8

if dV/V, which is cos $—1-$ is neglected as being of the

second order in t.
In order to evaluate da, Ilgure 2 is fit considered. The

component of the effective tide wind in the direction opposite
to the blade rotation is d~r~= VJx-c’) sin 6. This component
acta to increase the relative wind at the blade, and therefore
the thrust, in quadrants 1 and 2; it acts to decrease the rela-
tive wind, and therefore the thrust, in quadrants 3 and 4.
More exactly, the change in thrust due to the side wind is
distributed shmeoidally in (?. It is C.lemthat thk incremental
thrust distribution by its antieymmetry produces a pitching
moment.

Momentum considerations require an increase in Mow in
quadranta 1 and 2, where the tbruet is increased, and a

decrease. in inflow in quadrante 3 and 4, whrc k thrust
k decreased. The variation should be sinusoidal in & and the
assumption that the vmiation is directly proportional W lhc
radius is mfliciently accurate for computing the cffcc~ on
the side force. Such a repreaentdion is illuetratcd in ligurc 5.

x

Y

Fmmx A–Pa8swUvevim ofUm!admembmlgr@oftbesmImedher6mudlnn0w.

The analytical expression is

=kr sine (17)

where k k a constant to bo dctcrmincd. Applying th[! mo-
mentum theory to evaluate the pitching mornrnt M in terms
of the Mow modifications producccl by (11cpitrhing monlcnL
giv$!s :. .

SS
M= E *PI“J de dr r sin 8(2 dr)

00

By substitution of the relation for dn,

A~=2kpV,
JJ

E ‘~ sin* o dfl dr
00

Upon inti$gration,
,

k=(_R ,.

but, by equations (16) and (17),

dVa da
r-m

kr sin O

-x
or .“

—

..- .-

(18)

hmnation over blade index k.—Tha compmcnt-vehmity
incremaute due to yaw have bcm obtained in the preceding
two Seotione as
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(18)

where the subscript k hqs been added to refer to conditions
at the Mh propelIer blade. These values of fl”~/V= and
dl”~~z may be substituted in equations (5) ta yield TMLIUW
of $(dF’) end d(dT,). The values of 6M.F,) and 6(dT’) thus
found may be inserted in equationa (6) to (11), vrhich
give the several forces and moments the propeller might
conceivably experience.

The summations orer k indicated in equations (6) to (11)
affect ody the factors inroking sin & and cos 8*. The eeveraI
factors are, upon evahmtion,

k-B kwB

8 8
ah ok= ein 8* Cos 8s=0

rfl?23, - -
k-B

F

B
tis 6k= -

-1 2
If B=2 or 1,

k-B

F
ein~L%=:(l–coe 28J

-I

but the arerage over e isl?p.—
i-B

The nonmmi.shg factor
F
-1 aid 8Eoccurs only in equa-

tion (7) for the aide force Y end in equation (10) for the
pitching moment M The other hypothetical forces. and
moments that might be produced by yaw are, accordingly,
all zero.

When the relation

is used, equations (7) and (10} become in nondimeneiomd
form

For simplicity the following additiomd
introduced:

d=B ($)0 ~
. .

s;:/ui’dxa’=-
k

s

~,11=—
r r,

p(—w)z &

s

11
cf=–~ ~ PC%dr

t

J
d’=~ 1

% re
P(–D’)& da

(20)

abbreviations are

(21)

where the signs have been chosen to make a’, b’, c’, and d’
positive quantities.

Solution for ~, and Ma for aingIe-rotatingpropellers,—
With the preceding substitutions, equations (19) and (20)
become

These are eimukaneoue linear algebraic equations in Y,
and Ma. The solution for ~@is, after simplidcation,

which may be written in the form

vrhere “
db’c’

“=IW

(23)

(24)

Numerioal ewduation ahowe that the denominator of equ~
tion (23) does not difhr greatIy from unity; therefore, Y. is
roughly proportiomd to a’.

Similarly, the solution for M, ie

f(a)dti
‘v’=!&[8+ u’fl(a)a~(l + tfd’)-u%(a)b’c’

which may be put in the form

VdMre
tfc’

‘=~

(25)

(26)

The relative magnitudw of the quantities are euoh that Me
iBroughly proportioned to d.

SohLtion for Y. and MC for dual-rotating propellera.—
The foregoing 6quatione apply only to single-rotating
propellers. ‘With dual-rotating propeIIem the asymmehy of
the diakloading,which for a single-rotating propdler produces
the pitching moment due to yaw, is oppoeiteIy disposed over
the front and rear sections. The rdtant over-all disk
loading, therefore, is almoet eyrnmetrictd and gives rise to
a negligible pitching momenkthat. is,

&fc=o (27)

The induction effects asmciated with the respective disk-
loading ssymmetriw of the front and rear propeller sections
very needy cancel even though there is a finite separation
between the two sections. This fact, which may be regarded
as a consequence of the reIation (27), is represented by
putting ~Me=Oin eqy.ation (!@.. The result is
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(a)da’
r.=; # {

1+gjl(a) u’s’
(23)

This equation dif%e ftom equation (23), which appliee to
single rotation, in that unity replaces the Iarger quantity

a’
at _A, in the denominator. The sid~force coet%cient I’c is

therefore Iarger in the case of dual rotation. TM data
for conventional propellem, the increase averages about
18 percent and reach= 32 percent at low blade angles.

The increase in aide force is due to the Iack in the dual-
rotding propeIIer of the asymmetric distribution of Mow
vehcity across the disk which, for the single-rotating propel-
ler, is induced by the asymmetric disk loading. The inflow
asymmetry is so &posed as to reduce the change in angIe
of attack due to yaw on dl blade elements. The behavior
is analogous to that of downwash in reducing the effective
angle of attack of a bite wing.

The How ~etry is not the only ethct anfdogoue to
dowmrash in wing theoqy; the eidewash of the Mow is
another such efiect and serv~ to reduce the side force still
further. Sidewesh is, however, common to aingl~ and dual-
rotating propellem and affecta both in the same way. An
examination of the steps in the derivation chows that the

term ~f,(a)u’a’ in the denominator, the absence of which

wotid increase the value of ~., is due to the aidewssh.
Equations (23) to (28) give the stability derivatiws of

single- and duaLrotating propellers with -pect to yaw, but
the resuh.e are not yet in iintd form. There remain the
evaluation of a’, b’, c’, and d’ and the introduction of a factor
to account for the effect of a spinner and another factor to
correct for the assumption of uniform Ioading of the aide
force over the propeIIer disk.”

Explicit represent~tion of a’, b’, c’,and d’.—Equations (21)
show a’, b’, c’, and d’ to be integrals involving the
functions A’, l?’, C“, and D’, respectively, which are defined
in equations (4) in conjunction with equations (1) and (2).
The quantities A’, B’, C’, and D’ are, upon evaluation,

.4’= C,=Sin ++ci cm #

B’= –[c,= Coe +–c, (sin #+csc 1#)]

C’=q= Cos 4–C, (sin 4–2 @o @
I

(29)

if terms in the dcient of profi drag c%me ne.gkcted as
being small in comparison with b terms incg=. The neglect
of e%is vaIid only for vahm of # not too near 0° or 90°.

From figure 1, &=#+tY. Then, for a m the unsMIed
range,

&l ~=abl d cOsa+sin a ma d

=ein @+a cos #
and

cl=Sin &=cr=ein k$+cl=a cm *

=Cl= &l ~+cl Cos4

the right-hand member of which is just A’ in equation (29).

This relation provides the important remdt that, although
both # and c1depend on the Mow, the slipstream rotatio~
and the value of T“/nD, the function A’ is independent of
these quantities and depends scddy on the geometrical
blade angIe A. This relationship leade directly to the inter-
pretation, to be eetabIished presentiy, that the effeotive fin
area of a propeller is ementially the projected side area.

The introduction of I%does not succeed in SimiIarly elimi-
nating # and Cr from B’j C’, and D’ but does result in a
eimplifioation in B’ and C‘. The summarized results are,
to the&t order in a, with D’ left unchanged:

fi’=cl= sin I%

B’=– (c,= C!osh–c’ w $)

C’=cl= Cos &A-2cl Csc4

The integraIa (21), in which A’, B’, ~, and D’ occur, must
gow be ewduated. Upon substitutio~

where

~=k

and b is the blade width.
Evaluation of d, b’, and o’.-The integral a’ is already in

its simphet form in equations (3Ci),as is the flret integral
of V, which is identical with the fit int~al of c’. If the
flrd “htegralof V is defied M h, -

b’=bl–bi

c’=bl+2b: }
vrhere

(31}

(32)

In the attempt to evahxate & it was found that, if @e blade
section coeflhient of profiIe drag and the rotation of the elip-
stream me neglected, the thrust ooefiicient is

T.=+ti
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If an average due of 1+a owr the disk is used, l+a can
be taken from under the integnd sign, and

But, by the simp~e momentum theory,

~ T.=a(l+a)

Therefore,

b*=; 2:

A gmph of the ~ariation of ti)r with T. is ghren in @ure 6.
Approximate evaluation of d’.—The contribution of

to 1“.is small It is found, by using the largest ~alue which
a may have without causingstallingof the blades (about

1

%radian),hat the secmd integd canbe neglected, with the
result that

Note that # invohs the inflow vehcity and the dipstream
rotational velocity. These docities, if assumed to be
constant o~er the propeIIer disk, may easily be reheal to
T, and Q., respectively, from momentum considemtiorm

Curree of d’ have been computed for a typical phm form
(Hamilton Standard propeIler 3155-6) and are presented in
figure 7. This chart makes use of an shred notation intro-
duced later iR the report; the ordinate is the quantity

ra=~d~

and a pmameter is the solidity at 0.i5R,

413b
()-Fr D ~.~

The abscissa is l-/nD. The error in-computed side force due
to using this chart for plan forma other than the Hamilton
Standard 3155-6 shotid be negligible. The duirt is not
snflioiently accurate, however, for precise computation of the
pitching moment due to yaw.
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Correction for nonuniform distribution of aide forae.—
The induced siclevnmhangle e’ as calculated in the foregoing
is based on the assumptions that the thrust and the side force
are each uniformly distributed over the propeIIer disk. ”The
error in effective average sidmwh due to the ammtption of
uniform thrust distribution can be shown to be small; the
error due to the aesumpt ion of uniform side-force distribution
is appreciable. The effect of this error on the computed side
force is small, but not negligible.

The side force is actually distributed orer the propeller
disk nearly as the product of the integrand of the most im-
portant term in the side-force espresion a’ and sin% The
integrand of a’ is proportional to the blade width times the
sine of the blade angIe, which tends to be greatest toward
the blade roote due to the twist, and sin* 8 has maximums
at 8=90° and 270°. The side force is therefore concentrated
near the blade roots and along the Z-c&. In calculating an
effective arerage of the part of d due to the side force, this
distribution of the aide force is taken into account by using
in effect the integrand of a’, which is P sin ill,times air? f3as a
weight factor. The detailed treatment is given in appendix A.
There is obtained for the effective average of the induced
sidewash angIe

where
L(I+a)i 1+ k(l+2a)z

J
Wnlwh

z
kl= “1(s )1psin &&

r,

(33)

(34)

is a correction factor derkd in appendix A. If ~fis inserted
for ●’ in the aualysia for aide force and pitihing moment,
the correoted forms of equations (23) aud (25) me,
rmpeotiv~v,

where the abbreviation

~=– fl(yl

has been used. The factor k= may be called the sidewash
factor.

Correction for angmentative efleot of spinner.-If the
spinner-nacelIe or spinner-fuseIage combination has a faidy
Iarge lin.eness ratio, the circumferential component of the
side rind is speeded up in passing around the blade shanks
(fig. S) by approximately the factor

where

K constmt (1 for iineness ratio ~; 0.90 for fineness ratio 6)

\

FIorM.a-EIYectd@nMrm* mmponsncofthenowbltlmpheofthepr ordterm.

This local increase in side wind is equivalent ta an increase
in the angIe of yaw # in the same ratio. Thus at radius zI?
the effective angle is
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The effective awrage yaw over the&k #, is obtained from
the consideration that d~c is nearly proportional to the
integrand Ksin I?of the dominant term a’. Approsimately,
therefore.

I-c=k#JJ+K(y&n &i &

s=k+, ;PsinA &

where k is a constant. &cmdii,

lz, isoK ; /lain&&

:=1+ “ ,

J

=k, (36)
~ainhdr

3

According to this result, if the propeller is equipped with
a spinner, the previously given expressions for side force
and pitching moment should be multiplied by the constant.
k,, which may be termed the “spinner factor.” The value of
k, is of the order of 1.14 and varies aligh,~ with blade a@le.

IiIew detnftions.-It is worth while to introduce certain
new deflnitione at this point. to put the fial equations in
better form. The original dehitione were chosen solely with
a view toward clarity in presenting the derivation. The
principal change is the replacement of

‘=B ($)o.m

which is proportional to the solidity at 0.75R, by the actual
solidity at 0.75R

(37)

This change entails replacing all the integrals occurring “in
the equation by 3m/4 times the former values. Thus a’
is replaced bv 11,& by 1*,d’ by la, and A’ by A, where

~ _~r ~,
‘– 4

In additiom the foIIowing de6nitions are introduced:

C=’=g,

and

where the propeller disk area

The symbols c=’ and~-’ have been so chosen in relation to the
conventional side-force md pitching-moment coefficients of
an airplane Crt and ~% that conversion is obtaiml through “””
the rdationa

where S is the v@ area nnd c is the wing reference chord.
l~ote that in d the foregoing # is measured in rachne. “

Correction of aide foroe for aompressibiIi~.-It is shown
in appendis B that a tit-order correction for compressibility
is obtained by dividing the side force by i~, where
AU,is reIated to the stream lIqch number .J1 and I~nD by
the curve of figure 9. The correction is valid only below the
critical Jlach number for the propeller.

su~ ed effcots of ~w.—~Ith the new defitiom,
the sicbforce derivative for a singl-rotating propeIIer is

al?/2)#
c“+” -@F

“;%l, “ ~’)
l—

and the side-force derivative for a dual-rotating propeIIer is

For a single-rotating propeller the
derivative is

aiMp*
‘“’*-@ir

and for a dual-rotating propeller the
derivative is nt@igibly small.

(39)

pitching-moment

.

(40)

pitching-moment
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The sid~force derivative may be corrected for com- g-factor
premibfity by dividing by ~h –Jf,f. The same correction ~(a)=(l+a)[(l+a)+(l+2a)q
nmy be applied to the pitching-moment derivative but with l+(l+2a)* (14)

lees accuracy.
The quantities involved are: Solidity at 0.75R

Spinner factor #B”b

H )
– ‘ptihdz ()—% D ~.~ (37)

“=’+’+

(36)

s

31
Il=z cl= ~pain~dz (41)

Si(lmmsh factor

J

I

J

lp2&p~& I,=; ct. ~p coshzdx (42)

“=’(=’-

(35)

J

1 Cos%ph
1s=; cl= -P ~ ~ (43}

where

2 l+2a]i
fl(4=j&q@ *=(”’’-Jw”+@

U(I+ tTIJ (44)
Mow factor

._l/q– I
2a

UIS+2J ;

o ‘= ~(I+=~J (45)

.
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and in equation (36), for a nacelle fienese ratio of 6, K= 0.90
and, for a naceIIe fienese ratio of a, K= 1.00.

The charts of &uree 6, 7, 10, and 11 are provided for
determining 2a/T, la, f(a), and J(a), reepectiveIy.

Eeqnired acouracy of k,, kc, and A.—To the degree in
which comparison with esisting experiments establiehee the
accuracy of the side-force formulaeabout +10 percent
average errokit is sufficiently accurate to use the mean
values 0.4 for kc and, for the ueuehhze epinnm (2,=0.16),
1.14 for k,. To the same accuracy, the terms in J may be
omitted from A, and 1~ may be set equal to the average
vahw 3. vi-ith the result that

(TIJ
‘=1+3U

AvaiIabiIity of ohsrts of aide-form derivative.-In refer-
ue 13 is presented an extensive series of charts computed
fmm equations (38) to (44) for tvio conventionfd propellers.
The derivative CY’*is given as a function of V/nD for blade
angles from 15° to 00° and for eoliditiee from two bladee to
six blad=, with single rotation and dual rotation. In, r&r-
ence 14 is presented n method of extmpcdation whereby this
set of charts may be used for determhing C=’K for ill
conventiomd propellem without. resort to the original
equations (38) to (44).

Pitohing-moment derivative,-By numencaI evaluation of
equation (40) the pitching moment of a single-rotating
propeller in yaw is found to be of the order of the moment
produced by a force equal to the side force acting at the end
of a lever arm equal to the propeIIer mdius. This moment
is small and has heretofore been neglected in aircraft stability
studies. Note that the effect is a cross-coupling between
yaw and pitch.

The dual-rotating propeller denlops no pit thing moment.

FEOPELLSB suBJKcr TO A.W?ULAE VELOCITYOFPITcE

Eatio dV~~’ for angnlar velocity of pitoh.-The angular
veIocity of pitch makes no direct contribution to the rota-
tional vehcity in the plane of the propeller disk T;. It is
known from GIauert’s work (reference 3), however, that
pitching gives rise to a side force and to a pitching moment.
This side force induces a sidmvssh that affects ~t, as in the
case of the yawed propek. The change in l’~is accordiiy
the same as the induced part of the total change for yawed
motion. This change is obtained by setting #=0 in equa-
tion (13a):

where
2(1 +2(Z s

m=~

(46)

(16)

Ratio dVdV= for angular velooity of pit&-The direct
increment, due to pitching in the axial velocity V. is
qr sin 0.

The induced increment due to the aforementioned pitching
moment is, by equation (18),

The total increment dV= is the sum of the direct ~d the . .
induced increments. Therefore .—

Expressions for 2?6d ~AfG.-Upon introducing the equs-
tione (46) and (47), the equations that resdt here in place
of equations (19) and (20) for the propeIkr in yaw are:

(48)

Solution for ~c and JIe-By using the abbreviations of
equations (21), equations (48) become

which are simultaneous linear algebraic equations in T. and
lil~ The edution for ~d and J& is, after simplidcation,

&)a.

Side-force derivative Or’Kand pitohing-moment derivative
C=’*.—Side-force and pitching-moment derivatives may be
definedasfollom

()1+-f*uIl
C18 +.A

_ l+a 1+ uIa
2

l##u(&A)

where
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Rough approximations may be obtained by omitting the
induction terms-tlmt is, the terms due to sidewash and to
inflow asymmet~. There remdt

1C.’clm$-(l+a) * .
(49)

Comparison of angle of yew with angular velooity of pitoh
to produce same side foroe.—To the same rough approxima-
tion as equation (49),

C.’, -f (a)k@I,

TIM ratio of x to @21’ to produce the same side force is
therefore

err
–*–$,

(50)

This ratio is of the order of unity.
Maximum obtehmble aide foroe due to pit&ing.-The

maximum side-force co~cient due to pitcbhg Occursl for a
given blade-angle setting, when @/2Vis a maximum. Wmi-
mum qD/’2Vin Unstakl flight is determined by the maximum
normal acceleration that the airplane can denlop, which is
determined by the maximum lift coefficient. TIM normal
acceleration is .

a==ql”
from which

-+’-’2D–$ (51)

At a given speed the mnximum nonmd acceleration ~-
emdd be realized at the top of an tilde loop. The relation
is

n-
~%ti=Downward Iift+Weight

(52)

The due of a~~ is greatmt when V is Ieast. If the

d-ion is limited for the present to the minimum speed
for Ievel @ht V,wll,

From equation (52),

%=v?%f
and therefore, from equation (51),

(Kin%
A practi&I upper tit to (@/2 V)_ at the stalling sped

would be tiorded by a hypothetical fighter airplane having
the following chamcterietice:

=110 fps

L7=12 ft
Then

(g)-=w

=0.032

By equation (50) the angle of yaw, in radmns,
provide the same side force is approximately..

that wouId

If a miniium bIade angle of 15° at stalling speed is assumed,
the ratio IJkJl is 1.13 for the representative HamiIton
Standard propeller 3155-6. Therefore, (@/2T~W, would
be equivalent in producing side force to an angle of yaw

$=–1.13X0.032

=–0.036 radian or —2.1°

The resulting side force wouId be quite smell.
llany times the preceding value of (@/2V)~= is obtain-

able during the spin, which invoIves wing staling. If the
spin is excluded from consideration, therefore, the geneml
conclusion to be drawn from the examplp is that even in an
extreme maneuver the side force due to rate of pitching is
wry d and in aIl ordinary maneuvers this side force is
negligible.

lbd.murn obtainable pitohing moment due to pitohing.— -
The preceding data, when applied to the pitching moment
due to pitching, indicate that the maximum obt.ainable
pitching moment is of the order of the product of the propeller
diameter and the maximum obtainable aide force due to
pitching. The general conclusion about the side force implk.
that the pitching moment due to pitching is small even in
an extreme maneuver, with the exception of the spin, and in
an ordinary maneuvers is ne@gible.

Foroes due to angnlar veloo.ity of yaw.-hguhm velocities
of yaw attain magnitudes of the same order as aq@ar
velocities of pitch. The forces on a propeller due to yawing
are, Iike those due to pitching, negligible WCSpt in the spin.

PHYSICALINTERPRETATIONOF PItOPELLEE IN YAW

Conoept of projeoted aide area.-The area projected by a
propeller blade on a plane through the axis of rotation and
the axis of the blade is
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The average area projected by au the blades of a rotating
propeller on any plane through the axis of rotation is the
projected aide mea .- . . .

where B is the number of bladea. From this relation, it can
be established that the product u1l may be expressed as

(53)
.—

where 8’=?. M the propeller disk area. Thus u1l, which

figures so prominently in the expressions for the side-force
derivative C=’t, iE proportioned to the projected side area
of the propeUer. In reference 13, 11 is termed the “side-area
index.~’

Meotive h ‘mea and =peot rado.—Inaemuch as
D/Sp is the aspect ratio A of tbe projected side area SF, it is
cdeotrue that

(64)

Substitution of equation (53) in the numerator and equa-
tion (64) in the denominator of equation (39) gives for a—

(65)

For comparison, the corresponding expression for an achud
fin of the same area and aspect ratio, at which the local
dynamic preaeure isf(a)q, is :

when the lifting-lige form of aepechratio correction is used.
By omitting k,, which merely accounte for the favomble
interference between spinner and propeUer, equation’ (65)
can be tittan in the form of equation (56) by introducing
an ei7ective .mpect ratio

&g& “--

It foltowe that a (lual-rotat.ing propeller in yaw acts liko
a fin of which the area is the projected side area of the propcl-
ler, the effective aspect ratio is approximately two-thirds [Lc
side-mea aspect ratio, and the local dynamic prwcwm ie~(a)
times the free-stream value. A einglc-rotating propellw mny
be shown to act similar~y, but the dhwtivo uspcct mtio is
mmkdiy lees and is not so simply expressed. A mean dfLw-
tive aspect ratio for both single- and dual-rotating propcIUws
is about 8.

Effeotive dynamio pressure,-By the definition of a, Lhc
expression I’(I +a) is tho axial wind velocity at the propeller
disk. Accordingly, (l+a):q is the dyxmmic pressure at the
propeller disk. The pressure (1+a)~ is or.dyslightly greater
thanj(a)g, the effective dynamic pressure of oquntion (5G).
Thus the equiwdent fi~ described in the preceding paragmph
may wi~ small error be regarded es situalcd in the inflow
at the propeller disk. and subject LO the corresponding
augmented dyna~c preeeurc.

Comparison of side foroe of single- and dual-rotating
propellers,-It has been pointed out in the discussion accom-
panying the derivation of ~, and ~f, for dual-rotating pro-
pellers in yaw that the dual-rotating proidler avmg~
18 percent more side force than LI1Osingle-rotating propclhv
and that the increase reachm 32 percent at low blado angles.
The detailed csplanation is given in the eamc discussion.
In brief, dual rotation eliminates certain induction cffda
associated \tith single rotation; the dual-rotating propd.lcr
acts as if it has a considerably higher aspect ratio ad
therefore develops more side force for tho same solidity.

Magnitude of pitohing moment.-–lt has lxwn shown thal
yaw gives rise to zero pitching moment for a dud-rot a(i@
propeller and to a finite pitching mompntl given by equa-
tion (4o), for a eingle-rotaling propeller. The numerical
evaluation of equation (40) for typical caem shows tku~ the
pitching moment is of the order of the moment produced by
a force equal to the side force, acting at tho end of s lever
arm equal ta the. propeUcr radius. This cross-coupling hc-
tween pitch and yaw is smaU but possibly not ncgligil.h

PROPELLERS IN PITCH
—

The remdta for propellem in yaw may be applied to propel-
lers in pitch from considerations of symmetry. The nornml-
force derivative of a propeller with rtepcct to pitch is equal
to the side-force derivative of the samo propeller wilh respect
to yaw, and the yawing-moment dcriwd ivc of a propdl~r
with ~pect to pitch is equal la the ucgnt ivc of the pitching-
moment derivative of the same propeller with respect to yaw.
These relations are invalid whou tic proprllcr is in the up-
wash or downwaeh of a wing. (&w refercnca 13.)

COMPARISONWITH EXPERIMENT

Experiments of Brarnwell, Relf, and Bryant,-Tho oxpmi-
ments of Bramw~ Relf, aml Bryant in 1014 wilh a four-
blade model propeller in yaw (referenm 16) aro worth no[ing
because the experimental mmmgement was designed spccif-
ic.ally for the problem. The balance was mmngcd la yaw
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FmcM19.-c!om~ dmkuMedcarvm dcYtiwIcl thaPedmmmvalMof
#e.mocs15.

with the propeller and to measure the aide force directly
with respect to body ems. Tare readings were inherentl~
small in comparison vrith the forma being measured. Tunnel
speed was calibrated by comparison of thrust curves for the
same propeller in the wind tunnel and on a whirhg arm.

.~ calculated curve of (?r’~, which is the same as 1%’+for

amaII vahes oft, is compared in figure 12 with the emperi-
menteJ vslues of reference 15. There is included for further
comptin the theoretical curve csIcuIated by 2Jiszt-aI
(reference 9). The curve Calculated from the fornda of the
present report appears to give somewhat better agreanent
than that of Jlisztal but the improvement is not concheive.
The principaI objection to Jkztel’s formula remains the
labor of its application rather than its defect in acouraq.

Experiments of I&sky, Worley, and Moy.—In the experi-
ments of Lesley, WorIey, and Jloy reported in 1937 (reference
16), the nacelIe was shielded from the air stream, with the
mmlt that onIy forces on the propeller blades were mm-
municated to the bshnces. A 3-foot, tviwb]ade propeller
was used. lleaeurements were made of sis components of
the air forces on the propeller.

CaIcuIated curves of Cr’~ are compared with the experi-
mtmtsl values of reference 16 for x=lO” in figure 13. ~Wotc
that the origimd data of reference 16 were presented therein
with rspect to wind axw, and the data have been convertd
to the body a~w of this report in the presentation of figure 13.

Experiments of Eunokel.-The most complete esperimenta
on yawed propeIlem ~the only pubIished experiments on
full-scale propelle-are those of RunckeI (reference Ii).

b
o .2 .4 .6 .8 ~, LO /2 I-4 46 /.(

‘-+
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amlvertedto dda WithK+#p@ to yaw, Wlulkldy Ue9.

Runokel tested single-rotat~kg propeller. of two, three, four,
and six blades and a six-blade dual-rotating propellqr. The
diameter was 10 feet. An attempt was made to correct.fcr
the wind foreaa on the rather huge unabielded nacde by
subtracting the forces and moments measured with zero
yaw from the corresponding fores and momtmta .meaeured
with yaw at the same value of 77/n.D.

Calculated curves of CY’/r, including a spinner correction,
are compared in figure 14 with the faired csrperimentsl curves
from reference 17 for 10° yaw. In reference 17, as in reference
16, the original data were presented with respect to wind
axes and the curves have been converted to the body axea

of this report in the presentation of figure 14. In figure 15
the unpuhliehcd mpcrimental points for t.hc single-rot.sting
six-blade propellw am presented for comparison with the
faired published curves aa converted to body awe.

hcuraoy,-From these several comparisons of h lhwry
with experiment it appenm that the avcrago disngrcemmt is
slightly 1,sss than +10 percent. This accuracy is of the
order of that obtainable by thu vortex theory for tho un-
inclined propeller when thu number of bhdca is tacitiy
assumed to be in13nito by the omission of the G&Win
correction for finite number of blades. The snmc aseumpt ion
is made in the present analyeis.
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CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing anslysia of propelIera in yaw and propellers
subjected to an regular velocity of pitch permits the follow-
ing cmchsions:

1. A propeIler in yaw acts Iike a h of which the area is the
projeoted side area of the propeller, the effective aspect
ratio is of the order of 8, and the tiective dynamic pressure
is roughly that at the propeller disk as augmented by the
inflow. The variation of the inflow velocity, for a &~ed-
pitoh propeller, accmmta for most of the variation of side
force with advance-diameter mtio.

2. A dual-rotating propeller develops up to one-tl&
more side force than a single-rotating propeller.

3. A yawed single-rotating propeller experiences a pitching
moment as well as a side form The pitching moment is of
the order of the moment produced by a force equal to the
side force, acting at the end of a lever mm equal to the
propeller radius. This cro~upling betweem pitch and
yaw ia small but possibly not negligible.

4. Propeller forces due to an angular veIooity of pitch or
yaw are negligibly small for the angular vebcities that may
be realized in maneuvers, with tie exception of the spin.

lkNamY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
hTATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEEFOE AEEON~~CS,

IANGLEYFIELD, VA., Octobar11,1$749.



APPENDIX A
,

DERIVATIONOF SIDEWASHFACTOR k.

If the assumption that the side force is uniformly distri-
buted over the propeller disk is abandoned, it is necessary
to proceed difleratly beyond equations (6) in deriving ~,.
For the purpose of obtaining en efTective average induced---.
eidewaeh, it is permissible to neglect the and term B’ %
in equation (5), which gives

(Al)

An equivalent differential relation for the time average side
force, divided by PVW, on an element of disk area.z d6 dz
may be substituted for the summation of equation (7), as

~~””tha bwn &olm to be given byThe fraction r

$+(H) Sin e

(A2)

(13)

where d is the local.h.duced angle of eidewaah at the propellm
disk. Combining equations (Al), (A2), and (13), using
A’=ck sin A, and assuming that (l+a)’ is constant over
the disk gives

from which

Y.=
cl=~(l+a)z

8 (s
* :MiM?odz

1—.
H )

* %iL#mlinf?dd
To-

An effective average value of d is obtained by d,e6.ning

from which the tiective average angle of sidewaeh is

“=’- “‘“‘A’)
In this appendix the induqd sidemeh ,angle c’ is the local
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value at the disk element z & rffl,not the nvcmgo valuc used
in the main td; e’ is composed of one part duo to tho side
force e’r and one part due to the moss-wind component of.
the thrust ~’=. Tho tiective averages are dmignatcd i’r
and Z’r. Then equations of the form of quat.ion (A5) hold
between Z’r and e’r and between ?T and 6’9.

The evaluation of 3’= follows: The product l’~’r sin 8,
hereinafter called br, is a velocity component pmelh’1 to 1;
but not necessarily in tho same sense. In order to evaluate Wr
for ti in equation (A5), it is useful LOdcfino a quantily f
Such that -%$~ ~ ~z ah ti is the time nvwagc of tlw incmmcnL

due to yaw of the pcripherd force on an rlerncnt of disk rtroa”
z& dd. IUaking the simplifying assumption tlmt the pwiph-
eral force on an ,elemcu~ of the propeller disk nfft’cl.sonly tht
air floviing through that element and equating the pw’iphrml
force to the rate..of chnnge of periphrml momcnLum which
this force produces far behind [he propclk lends to the
relation

(see derivation of equation (12)), or

where

f’=p&
.T’.=l”(l+a)

V,= Y(l+2a)

Au alternative form of equation (A2) is

or

..-

(A(l)
—
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In equation (A3) the factthat e’,which dependa on 0, is small
compared with P aUows tha approximate relation

where k ia a constant. Ii@zration establiahea the value of

By equation (A4),
.

2=”*’
Therefore

‘=”*F

(A7)

Equations (A6) and (A7) establish the value of wJT”-
which can be substituted for ●’r sin 8 in equation (A6) as
applied to Z?Yin place of il. This value is

~=-%e’

Therefore, substitution in (A5) as applied to Z’=gives

The integration with respect ta 8 results in
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(A8)

The part of e’ due to ~. in equation (12), which is based on
the assumption of uniform distribution of thrust and side
force over the propeller disk, di.tiers from the expression for
Z’r given by equation (A8) only in the absence of the factor

f’-
%tifb)’&

kl=al z ,

( )
psin&dz

a

(A9}

which is equation (34). An analysis for e’r similar to that
for~’r results in a value that does not appreciably differ from
the part of ●’ due to T. in equation (12); that is,

~Tct

‘“~

Acmrdingly, the effective average induced angle of sidewash
;’, which equals ;’AZ’r, ia given by

; (T.x+kJ?J

‘=~

which is equation (33). If ~’is inserted for e’in equation (12),
the factor jl(a)/8 in equationa (23) and (25) is replaced by

~~ k,. This is the quantity that has been caIIed the side-

wash factor k-. With the vahe of kl inserted,

‘(wdw~=
.

+

k==jl(a) * , z

( )

(35)
8 psinpodz

%



APPENDIX B

CORRECTIONFOR COMPREBSIBIIJTY

The side-force derivative Cr’t is very nearly proportiomd
to the integral

(41)

To a first approximation the eflect of compressibility is
accounted for by replacing Cr=by cl=/~—z*, where Mz is
the resultant apeed of the blnde section at z divided by the
speed of sound in the free stream. If the subsuipt c is used
ta designate quantities corrected for compressibility tiecte,

A mean eilective Msoh number M, defined by

“.=7+$??
would also approximately satisfy the relation

@l)

the relation

@2)

(m
Equation @3) constitutes the desired correction of the side-
force derivative for compremibility ellects,

The determination of A4, proceeds as followw By equa-”
time (41), (III), and (B2),

l’or determining the ratio M,/M it is sufficiently accurate to
put

and

035)

although approximation (B4) will not be applied to the final
equation (B3). Then
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f
khminl%tik

“=77== (B6)

By reference to figumi 1 and 2, if inflow an,d rotation are
nef$ectql,

(B7)

where . .
a speed of sound in free stream
M free-stream lfach number

J=$. . . . .

x=$‘- ““
The approximations ~= Constrmt. and lh=$ nro likewise--

adequate for the present purpose; therefore, as

““&

equations (B6) and (B7) give

(y. NmT’b--“:7w -
Upon integration-

. --

—

(m)

(B9)

.— .

-1’/nD “

Equation (W) provides the daircd rc[ation bctwccn the
effective hfach number M, md the stream ltlach number ill
for use in equation (B3), A graph of the variation of MJ3f
with ~/n~, computed from equation (139),is given in figuro 0.
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Note that, in spite of the rapid rice of .31@.f with deoreaeing
~“/nD, for eonetsnkpeed propekr operation M, deoreaees.

It may be noted that equations (W) and ~(B6} me psra-
bolic approximation to the Glauert compr&iiMlity factor
l/~~. Equationa @6) to @9) are, howevar, inde-
pendent of the conetants of the pambolic representation.
Thus the validity of these equations ie not restricted to the
caee of a variation of Ck with Mach number that follows the
Glauert relation; the equations me valid for any imriation
that may be approximated in the region of intereat by a
paraboIa, such M

c~c= @+B~c&

where ~ and B me mnetants.
The compressibility correction ceases to apply at Mach

numbers above the critical Mach number for the propeller.
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